
Blue Lugs - 616 runs

 

 

It’s with great sadness and regret that we announce the passing of 
Alan Johnson, Blue Lugs, he passed away on Friday night. 

Blue Lugs was one of the founders of our KSH3 Kennel and a great 
supporter and contributor as well as being one of the most genuine 

people you could hope to meet.
His generosity was enormous as well as his tremendous sense of 

humour, who could forget “ Johnson’ Nails” .
We will miss him greatly and extend our sincere condolences to his 

family.
The Hash will of course pay tribute to him at next Saturday’s Run.
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HASH 806

Hash.      806    (The Sting)

Hare.               Leopard Piss

Hashers.    32

Virgins.          Ron from Texas

Hash Shit        Wallace

Territory.       Nathon in the hills.

AGM.              The Big Yin

Namings.      Nipples, Nipple Sucker &  
Bigfoot.

Hash Crash.     Bin Runnin’

Date.              2nd June 2018



A Samui Hash Song. 

Samui, Samui,

Good place to hash,

We have some fun,

Dodging the shit & the trash.


Our skies are always clear,

For us to drink cold beer.

So come along, 

And sing this song,

On the smashing Samui Hash.


Drink it down………….


Dogs Bollock’s has promised to 
learn if  for next week’s circle.

New feature of the Hash Trash will be 
pictures from the past. 

This week, Wibbly Wobbly and 
Bob Ze Builder at hash 620 in a 

very wet Nathon.



 With the power of the 
Acha, arise Nipples!!     

And they did.
 With the power of the 

Leo, arise Nipples!!   
And they did.

Nipple Sucker looks 
on with anticipation.

Some Hares like to name their Hashes, saying it’s a boutique Hash or a scenic Run, well Leopard Piss’s 
latest offering could go down as either, The Sting or just as easily The Great Escape but My favourite would 
be a song title from Nat King Cole….Unforgettable.

Around Samui’s capital, Nathon, this Saturday morning there was a great turnout for the 10 km event at 5:30 
in the morning. So as icing on the cake, 🍰  the good citizens of the metropolis had the privilege of hosting 
another KSH3 extravaganza put together by veteran Leo Guzzler, Leopard Piss. A steady stream of eager 
beavers made their collective way to a carefully selected Laager site and once all 32 were in position the 
AGM invited the Hare to announce to his unsuspecting congregation details of his trail. 

All the usual content of checks, splits, water and wire, but he conspicuously missed the opportunity to tell the 
Rambos that there was only one hill for them to ascend, nor that it accounted for 80% of the fucking trail, the 
other 20% being the descent. Another omission was the small matter of the clouds of giant African killer 
bees. There was a hint when he was spotted at his first nanny point. It was noticed he had two cans, one the 
obligatory Leo and the other a mini sized Tesco mossie spray. You know the ones that stink the place out but 
don’t have any effect on the mossies. We pressed on and sure enough during the descent, something the 
size of a Dick Turpin Airways A 320 made a kamikaze style attack on us and the rest is photographic 
evidence. 

Now to the other parts of the trail, there was drama at the crossing of the Rubicon when Bin 
Runnin’ (Leopard Pisses’s better half) executed a Tom Daly style swallow dive into the raging torrent which 
later on earned her the coveted Hash Crash bunnet. However it was later learned that during the trail laying 
with “they who should not be revealed”, our hare predicted someone would fall at the Rubicon. It never 
crossed his mind that it would be his better half. But justice has been done by all accounts  as it might have 
cost him a trip to Bali with his lovely wench.
But there’s more. DFL threw a tantrum as he’d been barred from the runners trail and proceeded to walk 
with paper on his left causing panic when the walkers with paper on their right met him face to face. 
Walkers-Wankers = no fucking idea!! Especially when DFL is thrown into the mix.



Big Foot

Masterbates and Little Wiener were trail end Charlies and after the customary pause for slurping, the 
Circle was called and the small brown envelopes achieved their purpose with a thumbs up to LP, much 
to his amazement and stand in our Hash Shit. So Wallace keeps the necklace for another week. Gromit 
was complaining about being kept awake as Wallace tries to get comfy with the thing round his neck.


Walking steward, Babalaas had them both in for short cutting (that’s Wallace & Grommit of course) & 
we then welcomed a Texan teacher from the USA, Ron Stevens.


Young Zack can now tell his folks that his ambitions have been achieved and in future they’ll have to 
call him BIGFOOT. As for Romily and Mungo, they will have a bit of explaining to his folks (a short time 
before their wedding) when they meet soonly as they are now respectively known as “NIPPLES” and 
“NIPPLE SUCKER”. Singapore  Hash. Plenty of rules. Say no more.


Run shirts were handed out to the Yins, 300, Winkle and Forbeskin, 200, Banana Bender 100 💯  and 
Masterbates also 100 💯 .


Forby was back in along with Lick Me, BigFoot and no name Annelle on occasion of their birthdays. 
Well done you four.


Leavers included Forbeskin, who kind of staggering in beside Winkle, Wet Nurse, Little Wiener and the 
Nipple contingent.


Apparently, DFL is all ready to confuse the hell out of us next week over the hills of Maenam 5.

Should be a corker.


On On, 

HT








